
Déjà Vu is the only family board game that gets more challenging the more you play. Flip over a 

card and look at the images, then flip over another card. When you think you’re seeing something 

for the second �me, race to grab the matching object from the table. Your memory can play tricks 

on you in the first round because many objects look similar, but your memory's tricks get even 

trickier as play con�nues and you’re seeing objects again and again . . . or are you? Everyone plays 

at once in this game that will make you wonder if seeing is believing.   Ages 8+  2-6 players      

The fast-paced Tenzi Game is easy to learn and fun to play. The object of the game is to get all 10 

of your dice to show the same number. It includes 40 dice (10 each of four different colors) and a 

rules sheet.  Ages 7 to adult  2-4 players      

Ring It! Is a race to ring the bell first when a winning combina�on is shown on the table! Each round, 

players add new ac�ons to perform before ringing the bell, which leads to all sorts of silly sounds and 

gestures! With enough cards for up to nine players and each round las�ng just a few minutes, this 

game is perfect for your next party or family game night!  Ages 5-adult  2-9 players     

The object of Mancala is to collect the most stones by the end of the game.  This ancient strategy game 

comes to life in a beau�fully designed birchwood board played with colorful glass stones.  The Mancala 

board is made up of two rows of six pockets each.  Four stones are placed in each of the 12 pockets. 

Each player has a “store” (also called a “Mancala”) to their right side of the Mancala board. Collect the 

most stones by moving strategically around the board to win! 

Speedy Words is one of our newest, most popular games!  Be the quickest to find a word that starts with       

a le?er that matches a category to win a card. Have the most cards at the end to be the winner. To play, 

place the deck of cards category side up in the center.  The first player to call out loud a word that starts   

with the le?er that matches the color of the category wins the card. A new card is immediately flipped and 

another round starts. The game ends when only one card is leA in the deck. The winner of the game is the 

player that collected the most cards. It's simple, quick, smart fun!  Ages 8+  2-5 players      

The challenge in WordARound is to quickly figure out where the word starts and be the first to shout it 

out before your friends do. It might sound simple, but you’ll find yourself baffled. This quick-ac�on    

family game gets be?er with the more players that play. Ages 10-Adult   2 or more players      

Number Chase has you figure out the mystery number that has been chosen before your opponents 

do. One at a �me, each of the other players tries to guess the number. If the guess is wrong, the 

number guessed is turned over to reveal a ques�on, and the answer will be a clue to help out the 

other players.  Ages 6-adult  2-5 players      
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With Math Dice Jr., children build math skills while playing and will begin to discover pa?erns and     

rela�onships that strengthen number sense understanding and overall math ability. Math confidence 

will grow as players make and solve simple addi�on and subtrac�on equa�ons.                                     

Ages 6+  2 or more players      

SLAPZI is all about speed! Be the first to match all 5 of the right picture cards to the right clue cards 

and you're the winner! Everyone will be laughing as they think fast and react quickly to figure out the 

clue. The fast-matching, card-slapping, everyone-laughing picture game! SLAPZI is super-simple to 

learn, and super-fast to play.   Ages 8-98  2-8 players      

Rush Hour puts players to the test, demanding both thought and vision. As if the commute home 

wasn’t enough, you must navigate your red car through the traffic jam and gridlock in order to       

successfully leave the game board. This game features four levels of difficulty from beginner to      

expert, allowing players to progress at their own pace. Includes 40 challenge cards that fit neatly into 

the pull-out  tray beneath the game board, puzzle solu�ons and a drawstring storage bag.                       

Ages 8 and up  single player      

SmartGames creates out of this world challenges with IQ Stars! To play any of the 120 included        

challenges simply set up the board based on your challenge and fit the remaining pieces in place. 

Comes in a very portable gameboard with closing lid.  Ages 6-adult  single player      

Lunar Landing puts you on a mission to a distant moon, but you’ve become stranded outside your  

mothership.  Use your logic skills and the aid of five Helper Bots to find a way back to the ship’s emer-

gency entry port.  There are 40 challenges set to put your logical thinking to the test.  Start with the  

beginner challenges before moving onto intermediate, advanced and expert levels.                               

Ages 8-Adult   single player 

Fruit Punch is a great game that improves coun�ng, visual discrimina�on, color, object and amount 

recogni�on as well as speed and accuracy.  Be the first to bop the banana when you see a fruit that 

adds up to exactly 5.  If you’re wrong, you’ll have to give up one of your cards that you have collect-

ed to each player.  Be the player with the most cards at the end of the game to win.  Fast, fun and 

engaging!      Ages 5+  2-6 players 
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GIZMOS GREATEST GAMES ORDER FORMGIZMOS GREATEST GAMES ORDER FORMGIZMOS GREATEST GAMES ORDER FORMGIZMOS GREATEST GAMES ORDER FORM    

GAME ITEM # QTY PRICE EXT. PRICE 

DE JA VU 2881 $15.00 

FRUIT PUNCH 5168 $12.00 

IQ STARS 331 $12.00 

LUNAR LANDING 2530 $16.00 

MANCALA 2224 $15.00 

MATH DICE JR. 1993  $10.00 

NUMBER CHASE 550 $10.00 

RING IT 2176 $15.00 

RUSH HOUR 7738 $22.00 

SLAPZI 2146 $20.00 

SPEEDY WORDS 2233 $13.00 

TENZI 5087 $15.00 

WORD A ROUND 3031 $14.00 
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